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Basics

Basics
Overview
The data center includes the virtual and physical servers that provide compute resources,
including data storage and processing resources, to the enterprise.
This feature supports end-to-end monitoring of the network among sites and the data center. For
example, when investigating an application access issue, you can evaluate the server
environment in addition to the network to help determine the root cause of the problem.
Or, if during proactive monitoring you see that a server blade is not operational, you can see the
virtual machines (VMs) running on it to determine the operations that might be affected. As an
example, consider that you have the Oracle application running on a group of virtual machines
and you see that the blade that is running those virtual machines is reporting alarms. You can
investigate the alarms and correct associated issues before they affect users’ access to the
Oracle application.
This job aid introduces you to the data center monitoring features available to you, including:
 Data center summary usage and metrics on the Data Center dashboard.
 Detailed data center resources, usage, and metrics.
 Monitoring, reporting, and organization functions.
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To manage data center functions, Prime Infrastructure requires licenses that enable the system to
manage the Cisco Unified Computing System (UCS) servers and the virtual machines that they
are running.
Note: For more information on data center licensing, refer to the Cisco Prime
Infrastructure 3.1 Ordering and Licensing, Administrator, and User guides.

Skills
To perform network monitoring tasks, you need the following experience.

Basic
 Practical work experience

Proficient
 Prime Infrastructure GUI navigation and behaviors
 Networking knowledge and concepts

Terms
Cluster
A cluster organizes groups of hosts and each cluster manages all of its associated hosts’
resources as part of the cluster.

Data Center
A data center organizes the components, such as hosts and clusters, that comprise a complete
environment that can run virtual machines.
Hosts are the physical machines and operating systems that run the virtual machines added to
them.
An enterprise can have multiple data centers, which can help to organize environments based on
their functions, the demands they must meet, or the areas of the enterprise that they support, for
example.

Discovery Source
The method by which Prime Infrastructure identifies the VMware vCenter servers on the network
and enables data collection on the server components and resources, including all virtual
machines
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Fabric Interconnect
Fabric Interconnects are low-latency Ethernet interconnect switches that provide the
management and communication backbone for Cisco UCS blade servers.
Attaching all chassis and their blades to a fabric interconnect establishes a single, highly
available management domain. It also provides LAN and SAN connectivity for all of the blades
attached to the fabric interconnect.

Host
Hosts are the physical machines and operating systems that run the virtual machines added to
them.
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Monitoring the Data Center
Virtual Machine Hypervisor Summary Data
Data Center Dashboard Overview
On the Data Center dashboard, the Compute and Host tabs summarize the data that a virtual
machine (VM) hypervisor, such as the ESXi vCenter server, is reporting.
Important Note: To enable the system to collect and report virtual machine
inventory and data, a system user must add the VMware vCenter server as a
discovery source in Prime Infrastructure.
That way, the system can collect the inventory and report on all of the compute
resources, including data centers, clusters, hosts, and virtual machines, that the
vCenter server is managing.
For more information on adding a vCenter server as a discovery source, refer to
Discovering vCenter Servers topic.
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The dashboard provides dashlets that report metrics on hosts, such as host usage by CPUs, and
on virtual machines, such as VM statuses and the number of VMs by operating system and
resources, the number of compute resources and associated alarms, and host CPU and resource
usage.
To review data center level summary data for compute resources or host machines:
 On the Compute or Host tab, in the drop-down list, select the data center or machine,
and then click Go.
Important Note: You must select a resource in order for the dashlets to
display the resource’s associated data.
When you do not select a data center or host, the system reports that no
data is available.

To navigate to details when reviewing summary data:
 In a chart, click a compute resource data element.
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The system opens the page associated with the data element that you clicked. For
example, clicking the Physical Servers data element in the chart above opens the
Physical Servers page in Compute Devices, illustrated below.

Reviewing VM Distribution on Operating Systems
The VM Summary By OS dashlet provides graphical and table views of the number of virtual
machines running the operating system.
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Monitoring Compute Resources and Resource Alarms
The Compute Resource Summary dashlet provides graphical and table views of the numbers of
compute resource types that the system is managing and the alarms that the system is reporting
for a resource type.
When monitoring data center virtual resources, the dashlets provide an effective way to see
associated alarms, or take action to manage resources, as needed.
When a compute resource is reporting alarms, the chart associates the highest severity alarm
indicator to the resource that is reporting the alarm. The screenshot below illustrates that one or
more hosts and one or more virtual machines are reporting one or more minor alarms.

Minor alarms occurring
on hosts

Minor alarms occurring
on virtual machines

To see the types and numbers of alarms compute resources are reporting:
 In the Show drop-down menu, click Table or Chart and Table.

The table indicates the number of each severity of alarm that the resources are reporting.
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To evaluate alarms that a compute resource is reporting:
 In the chart, click the color-coded alarm indicator.

The Alarms and Events page opens and lists the alarms that the associated computer
resource is reporting.
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Monitoring VM Resource Usage Patterns
The VM Resource Usage Summary dashlet illustrates the distribution of oversized, idle, and
powered off virtual machines. This information helps you determine whether virtual machines are
running efficiently or need attention.

The dashlet reports the following:
 Oversized
Oversized virtual machines are consuming less than 30% of their allocated CPU and
memory, which means that the machines have a large amount of resources allocated but
might not be using them optimally.
 Idle
Idle virtual machines are consuming less than 1% of their allocated CPU and memory,
which means that the machines are significantly underused.
 Powered-Off
Those virtual machines that are not running.
Note: Virtual machines that are consuming more than 30% tend to be running
most efficiently and are not reported in the dashlet.
You might consider removing significantly underused virtual machines or virtual machines that
are powered off for long time periods from the system, which frees their resource allocations for
other uses.
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Monitoring Host CPU Usage Imbalances
For the host that you select in the Host drop-down list, the Host CPU Usage dashlet illustrates
the percentages of the host CPU that the host is using compared to the percentage of host CPU
that the associated virtual machines are using.
The screenshot below illustrates the host percentage in yellow color-coding. The color code of the
percentage for each virtual machine varies so that the machines and host are all more easily
identifiable.
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When there many virtual machines running on a host, you can filter the list to show only the
machines that you are evaluating.
To clear virtual machines listed in the chart:
 Above the chart, click the filter button, and then clear the check box of each virtual
machine that you do not need to see.

When the virtual machines are using a higher percentage of the CPU than the host, this situation
can indicate that the virtual machines might not be getting enough CPU resources to run
efficiently.
Note: To enable polling for Host CPU Usage dashlet reporting, a system user
needs to start host monitoring on the Compute Devices | Data Centers page.
When you enable monitoring at a data center level, the system reports on all of
its associated clusters, hosts, and virtual machines. When you only need to
monitor specific hosts, you can enable monitoring at a host level.
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Virtual Element and Physical Server Detailed Data
In Compute Devices, you can monitor the virtual machines, the VMware ESXi hosts, organized
separately and grouped in data centers and clusters.
You also can monitor the Cisco UCS devices and blade servers that support virtualization.
To start Prime Infrastructure polling and reporting of data center, cluster, or host data:
 On the applicable page, select the virtual element check box, and then click Start
Monitoring.

When you start monitoring, the system polls the vCenter server and reporting its CPU, memory,
disk, and network usage metrics for all compute resources on dashboards and on the detailed
resource pages.
Tip: Based on the virtual machines that users need to monitor, you can start or
stop monitoring at a data center, cluster, or host level.
The Compute Devices pages provide access to virtual component details organized in standard
VMware format for virtual machine environments, including:
 The Data Centers page
Lists each data center and provides links to the clusters, hosts, and virtual machines that
each data center supports.
It also indicates the vCenter server housing the data center, referred to as a discovery
source, and indicates whether the system is polling the data center for metrics collection.
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 The Clusters page
Lists each cluster hosts that are running the virtual machines in each cluster and reports
the virtual machines’ monitoring statuses.

 The Hosts page
Lists all of the virtual machine hosts and provides links to detailed data and performance
metrics for each host machine and the virtual machines that it supports.
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 The Virtual Machines page
Lists each virtual machine and its monitoring status and provides links to each machine’s
detailed data and performance metrics.

Tip: The Compute Services page lists virtual components separately and
indicates component operational statuses and any alarms that they are reporting
in the list, which can help you to identify potential issues more efficiently.

Each page provides links to related pages that:
 Provide component properties.
 Report usage metrics.
 At a cluster, host, and virtual machine level, report any alarms that are occurring.
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Having all of the resource allocation data about each type of component organized on a single
page can make monitoring for issues easier. You can click links to navigate to pages detailing
information and metrics about the specific component.
For example, when investigating an issue on a virtual machine, you can see the host, cluster, and
server on which the machine is running. For efficient navigation, you can review or access
associated components’ operational data and performance metrics directly, which can help
provide insight into a problem.
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Monitoring Servers
Monitoring Physical Servers
The Physical Servers page lists the UCS B-Series and C-series physical servers, their
resources, and the vCenter hypervisors that they are running.
Proactive monitoring of the physical servers is critical to help avoid operational disruption or
downtime, such as issues that might affect the running of critical business applications.
You can use this page to monitor operational statuses and resource metrics.

When you are working to determine the root cause of application performance issues or delivery
failure, you can review detailed chassis, blade server, and fabric interconnect data for each
server.
The types of information that you can evaluate include:
 Schematic views.
 Chassis views with power supply unit and fan statuses.
 Blade server memory capacities; adapter, network interface card (NIC), and host bus
adapter (HBAs) operational statuses; and service profile associations and overall
statuses.
 Bandwidth usage on fabric interconnect ports.
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When using schematic views, you can expand each dependent group of components to see
where alarms might be occuring, and the dependent components that might be affected.
The screenshot below illustrates a fabric interconnect and the chassis that it is managing.
Chassis 1 is expanded to display its blades, and blade 5 is expanded to display the associated
host. The host is expanded to display its associated virtual machines.

When alarms are occurring on component, the system applies a color code for the highest
severity level alarm that the component is reporting.
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To evaluate alarms occurring on a component:
 Click the component’s alarm indicator.

The system navigates to and opens the Alarms and Events page and lists all of the alarms
occurring on the component.
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Monitoring Cisco Unified Computing System (UCS) Servers
The Cisco UCS Servers page lists C series standalone and UCS-E servers and the UCS fabric
interconnects and reports reachability and any alarms that the hardware is reporting.

You can click a chassis Device Name link to open details about server components, such as
component operational and administrative statuses, serial numbers and identifiers, and the
service profiles that define the server’s storage and networking characteristics.
This information helps you monitor the component level health of a server or fabric interconnect.
Cisco UCS Servers detailed pages offer information and navigation similar to the Physical
Servers pages.
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Discovering Servers and Related Components
Discovering vCenter Servers
The discovery source process is the method by which Prime Infrastructure identifies the VMware
vCenter servers on the network and enables data collection on the server components and
resources, including all virtual machines.
To add a vCenter server, on the Compute Devices page:
 In Discovery Sources, click Add Device.
You can add servers individually or import them in bulk by using a .csv file.

When you add the vCenter server, the system starts the discovery process automatically and,
when the process is complete, populates the hosts and virtual machine information on the
Compute Devices pages.
After discovery, you can synchronize the compute resources inventory manually to help ensure
that Prime Infrastructure is reporting current vCenter inventory.
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Discovering Physical and UCS Servers
To identify and begin managing the physical and UCS servers, you perform the same discovery
process that you do when adding other network devices.
To add a server, on the Network Devices page:
 On the toolbar, click Add Device.
You can add servers individually or import them in bulk by using a .csv file.

When you add a UCS C series server, you need to provide the server’s Cisco Integrated
Management Controller (CIMC) IP address and the server’s SNMP and CLI credentials.
When you add a UCS B series server, you need to provide the IP address of the primary fabric
interconnect and the server’s SNMP and CLI credentials. With this information, the system can
discover all the UCS B Series servers that the fabric interconnect manages.

Organizing Customer UCS, Host, or VM Groups
To support specific monitoring responsibilities or to reflect unique device organization based on
business or operational requirements, you can add physical and virtual devices to custom groups.
For example, you might organize devices with the same credentials, protocols, or time zones in a
group.
The Compute Devices page provides direct navigation to the Compute Device Groups
functionality while automatically assigning the group under the parent group that you selected.
To access the group function, on the Compute Devices page, in the Compute Resources
list:
 Beside User Defined UCS, point to the information icon, and then click Add Subgroup.
OR
 Beside User Defined Hosts and VMs, point to the information icon, and then click Add
Subgroup.
The Compute Device Groups page opens and populates the Parent Group category based on
the category that you clicked in the Compute Resources list.
You can assign devices to group by using rules that find matching devices or by adding devices
individually.
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Frequently Asked Questions
Enabling Data Center Monitoring
Does Prime Infrastructure require specific licenses to manage and monitor data center
components?

Discovering Data Center Components
How do I add the physical and UCS servers that house virtual components?
How do I add the virtual machines that are providing compute resources to Prime Infrastructure?

Have Another Question?
For more information, visit the Cisco Web site to review or download technical documentation.
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Does Prime Infrastructure require specific licenses to manage and monitor data center
components?
To manage data center functions, Prime Infrastructure requires licenses that enable the system to
manage the Cisco Unified Computing System (UCS) servers and the virtual machines that they
are running.
Licenses are ordered at the time of installation or during upgrades to Prime Infrastructure. The
system requires UCS server licenses for each UCS server and UCS VM licenses for each UCS
blade that is hosting virtual machines.
Note: For more information on data center licenses, refer to the Cisco Prime
Infrastructure 3.1 Ordering and Licensing, Administrator, and User guides.
Return to questions

How do I add the physical and UCS servers that house virtual components?
To identify and begin managing the physical and UCS servers that house virtual components, you
perform the same discovery process that you do when adding other network devices.
To add a server, on the Network Devices page:
 On the toolbar, click Add Device.
You can add devices individually or import them in bulk by using a .csv file.

When you add a UCS C series server, you need to provide the server’s Cisco Integrated
Management Controller (CIMC) IP address and the server’s SNMP and CLI credentials.
When you add a UCS B series server, you need to provide the IP address of the primary fabric
interconnect and the server’s SNMP and CLI credentials. With this information, the system can
discover all the UCS B Series servers that the fabric interconnect manages.
Return to questions
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How do I add the virtual machines that are providing compute resources to Prime
Infrastructure?
To begin management and data collection on the virtual machines that are providing compute
services, you use the discovery source process to add each VMware vCenter server housing the
virtual machines.
To add a vCenter server, on the Compute Devices page:
 In Discovery Sources, click Add Device.
You can add servers individually or import them in bulk by using a .csv file.

When you add the vCenter server, the system starts the discovery process automatically and,
when the process is complete, populates the hosts and virtual machine information on the
Compute Devices pages.
After discovery, you can synchronize the compute resources inventory manually to help ensure
that Prime Infrastructure is reporting current vCenter inventory.
Return to questions
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Links
To Product Information
Visit the Cisco Web site to learn more about Cisco© Prime Infrastructure.
Visit the Cisco Web site to review or download technical documentation.

To Training
Visit the Cisco Web site to access other Cisco© Prime Infrastructure learning opportunities.
Visit the Cisco Web site to access learning opportunities for other Cisco products.

To Contact Us
Send us a message with questions or comments about this job aid.
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